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Product Name: PRISM System Software 

Product Line: PRISM Logic Analyzers 

Nomenclature: 3001 or 3002 

Version: V34 

VERSION DIFFERENCES AND ENHANCEMENTS 

The following item describes characteristics of the current release of the system 

software that differ from Version 3.3. 

The pop-up menu for the Trigger Applications select field now displays 

correctly when the Return key is pressed. 

The following items describe characteristics of the Version 3.3 release of the 

system software that differ from Version 3.2. 

Cursor behavior in select fields has changed. Pressing the < key within a 

select field now moves the cursor to the left within that field, rather than 

moving to an adjoining field as in previous versions of software. 

The on-screen label for function key F1 in Save/Restore and Disk Services 

menus has changed from “Execute Command” to “Execute Operation.” The 

operation of the key remains the same. 

The presentation of error messages has changed slightly: error messages no 

longer blink, some error message colors have changed, character entry errors 

in type-in fields just beep instead of displaying a message. 

Cursor blink has been altered; cursor is now on longer than off. 

The following bugs have been fixed: 

®  For channel groups consisting of one channel, the width of the word 

recognizer field in the Search Definition submenu was too small. 

®  After performing an Acqmem-to-Refmem operation, then unwelding 

32GPX modules, loading data from the cursor in Search definition did 

not work. 

®  Under certain conditions, typing a value into the data cursor field moved 

the cursor to an incorrect location. 

®  Pressing Enter repeatedly in the File field in the Print All submenu could 

cause the cursor to leave the field and sometimes necessitated restarting 

the system. 
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B Under certain conditions, the Memory Displayed field in the State Table 
appeared to be information-only, although it functioned as a select field. 

B Anextraneous N, (null) character was displayed after closing pop-up 
menus on monochrome instruments. 

If you received this update as part of a software upgrade package, you will need 
to perform the following installation instructions. 

If you received this disk as part of a new PRISM 3002 system purchase (or a 
PRISM 3001 configured with a hard disk), the PRISM System Software was 
installed on your system at the factory. You can disregard the installation 
instructions and proceed to the Operational Notes. However, you should retain 
these instructions in your system user manual for future reference. 

Installing PRISM Software  Refer to /nstalling New Versions of Sysiem Sofiware in the Using Utilities 
OnaHard Disk  section of your system user manual and the following procedure to install 

PRISM software on a hard disk. 

1. 

2. 

Power up your PRISM mainframe. The System Configuration menu appears. 

Select the Disk Services menu using the Select keys. 

Move the cursor to the Select Operation field and select the Install Software 
operation. 

Insert the disk labeled PRISM 3000 System SW into the floppy disk drive. 

Press function key F1 to start the installation procedure. Press X when the 
system asks you to confirm the operation. A message at the top of the 
display will tell you when the installation is complete. 

Load new application software, if any. For detailed installation instructions, 
refer to the documentation shipped with the application module. 

If you want the PRISM diagnostic software on your hard disk, insert the disk 
labeled PRISM 3000 Diagnostic SW into the floppy disk drive and install 
using the Install Software operation. 

Press function key F3 to open the Select Display submenu. Select the display 
type, either Color or Monochrome, appropriate to your system, then exit the 
submenu. (The display type parameter is stored in nonvolatile memory; you 
need to set it only once.) 
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Using PRISM System 
Software With a Floppy 

Disk 

  

NOTE. Step 8 is required for correct Graph menu and 30DSM Waveform display. 

If the display type is set incorrectly, the system is unable to show all display data 

on the screen and the graticule may be missing. To correct this condition, you 

must reset the display type, then cycle power to the PRISM mainframe. 

9. After you have loaded all the software, cycle power to the PRISM main- 

frame (turn the power off, then on again). 

  

NOTE. The software installation is not complete until you cycle power to the 

PRISM mainframe. The Install Software operation copies all required files to the 

hard disk, but the files are not loaded into System RAM until the system reboots. 

This completes the software installation. 

If your PRISM system does not have a hard disk, use the following procedure to 

operate your system from the floppy disks. Also, refer to Loading System 

Software in the Installation and Connections section of the PRISM 3001 System 

User Manual, or refer 1o Software and Creating a Series of Start Up Floppy 

Disks in the Installation and Connections section of your PRISM 3002 System 

User Manual. 

1. Make copics of the original disks for both the system software and the 

application software. The copies become your working disks. (Use the 

Duplicate Floppy Disk operation, available from the PRISM Disk Services 

menu, to make your working copies. Refer to Duplicating a Floppy Disk, in 

your System User manual for more information about this procedure.) After 

you’ve made the duplicates, store your original disks in a secure location. 

2. [Insert the disk labeled PRISM 3000 System SW into the floppy disk drive. 

3. Power up your PRISM mainframe. 

4. After the system software loads, you will be prompted to insert the Applica- 

tion Software disk. 

5. Insert the disk, then press the Return key to continue. A message appears 

when the software is successfully loaded. 

6. Press function key F3 to open the Select Display submenu. Select the display 

type, either Color or Monochrome, appropriate to your system, then exit the 

submenu. (The display type parameter is stored in nonvolatile memory; you 

need to set it only once.) 

  

NOTE. Step 6 is required for correct Graph menu and 30DSM Waveform display. 

If the display type is set incorrectly, the system is unable to show all display data 

on the screen and the graticule may be missing. To correct this condition, you 

must reset the display type, then cycle power to the PRISM mainframe. 
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7. (This step required for 30DSM operation only.) After you have loaded 

the system and application software, load the 30DSM Waveform display 

software. To do so, insert the disk PRISM 30DSM Application SW, and use 

the Load Application operation in the Save/Restore Utility menu to load the 

WAVEFORM application. 

8. (This step required for Graph menu operation only.) After you have 

loaded the system and application software, load the Graph menu software. 

To do so, insert the disk PRISM 3000 Graph Application SW, and use the 

Load Application operation in the Save/Restore Utility menu to load the 
GRAPH application. 

This completes the software installation procedure. 

The following notes describe functions associated with this version of software 

that can affect how you use the PRISM system. The listed functions are 

high-impact or frequently-seen problems. You should keep these release notes in 

the Change Information section following the yellow divider page at the rear of 

the manual. 

To restore setups from floppy disks, both the application software and the setup 
file must reside on the same disk. 

For best results, you should save and restore setups on the same PRISM system, 

or a system with a similar software and hardware configuration. (This includes 

using the same versions of system and application module software.) Restoring 

setups to destination systems that have a significantly different configuration of 

hardware or software modules may not be fully successful. 

Saving Pattern Symbols. Before saving your pattern symbol table, you should set 

the Pattern radix in the Edit menu to Binary. If the pattern symbols are not saved 

in this manner, you will be able to restore the symbols and view them in the Edit 

menu, but you will not be able to select the symbols in the State menu. This 

applies to pattern symbols only; range symbols are not affected. 

Channel Grouping and Restoring Symbols. You must have the same channel 
grouping when you restore a symbol table to a module as when that symbol table 
was originally created. 

If the module contains more than one section (that is, the 30MPX module 

contains both a State Section and a Timing Section), both sections must have the 

same channel grouping they had when symbols were created before symbols can 

be restored to either section. For example, to restore symbols to the Timing 
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System RAM 

Diagnostics 

Section, both the State Section and the Timing Section must have the same 

channel grouping as when the symbols were created. 

Pattern Symbols and Polarity. Pattcrn symbols are not selectable in word 

recognizers when the polarity of the word recognizer group has been inverted. 

Changing the polarity back to positive allows the pattern symbols to be selected. 

Restoring Pattern Symbols. If you restore an empty pattern symbol table over a 

symbol table that is not empty, the old pattern symbols are not deleted. If you 

want to delete the symbols, you may delete them manually. Restoring a symbol 

table that has pattern symbols in it replaces the old pattern symbol table entirely, 

as expected. 

The following system RAM considerations apply primarily to systems with 

2 megabytes of system RAM. PRISM systems with 4 megabytes of system 

RAM are unlikely to exhibit the symptoms described. 

Upgrade kits are available to increase system RAM from 2 to 4 megabytes. 

Contact your Tektronix representative for information. 

Maximum Configurations. PRISM hardware supports a maximum of four 
application modules (in a PRISM 3002 mainframe with expansion mainframe). 

However, depending on the types of application modules and support software 

installed, the PRISM may not have enough system RAM to support operating all 

applications simultaneously. The maximum configuration is determined by 

factors such as the size of the applications loaded, number and size of loaded 

refmems, additional applications such as Performance Analysis or PDT software, 

and the number of range symbols that have been loaded. If you experience 

difficulty in loading or operating an application, you may need to unload 

refmems or applications you are not using. 

Loading Range Symbols. Normally, you can load up to 1500 range symbols per 

group. However, if there is not enough available system RAM, the PRISM 

displays a message telling you that the operation failed. If this occurs, you can 

free system RAM by unloading refmems or applications that you aren’t using. 

If all application software has been unloaded to make room for the system 

diagnostics, you should run the diagnostics twice. Because the unload applica- 

tion procedure does not re-initialize certain TekLink control lines, several of the 

diagnostic routines fail the first time they are executed. On the second pass the 

lines have been initialized and the routines report correctly. (Note that on the first 

pass you must execute diagnostics for all modules in the system. On the second 

pass you do not have to run all the diagnostic routines; you can execute routines 

for individual modules if you wish.) 
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Write-Protected Filesand Do not use the Install Software operation to copy a write-protected file to the 
the Install Software ~ PRISM system. The file will retain its write-protect characteristics and cannot be 

Operation removed by normal means. Instead, you should use the Copy File or Copy 

Directory operations. 

If you do inadvertently install a write-protected file on your PRISM system, you 

can delete the file as follows: 

1. Access the original version of the file on your PC or other host. (If necessary, 

copy the PRISM file to a floppy disk and transfer it back to your host.) 

2. Remove the write protection from the file. 

3. Copy the file to a floppy disk. The directory on the floppy disk must have 

the same name as the directory where the file that you want to delete is 

located. 

4. Transfer the file from floppy disk to the same location as the write-protected 

file, using the Install Software operation. This replaces the write-protected 

file with one that is not write-protected. 

5. Delete the file using the Delete File operation. 

Graph Menu  Deleting a Channel Group. Be careful when deleting a channel group from the 
Graph Display Format submenu. The settings for the Radix, Polarity, and Data 

Type fields for all channel groups following the deleted one will become 

mismatched; the channel group names will be associated with the wrong fields. 

(This is not a problem if all the channel group fields have the same setting.) 

Therefore, if you delete a channel group from this submenu, you should check 

subsequent entries for the correct Radix, Polarity, and Data Type. 

Displaying Channel Groups From a New Refmem. Under some conditions, 
newly-stored channel groups (due to new refmems) are not listed as a valid 

selection for display. If this occurs, leave the Graph menu and then return to it to 

make the new selections available. 

Timing Menu  Display Format Submenu. Be careful when using the function keys F4: Default by 
Group or F5: Default by ID. These keys rename the timing trace labels; the 

previous trace labels will not be saved. If you are using a microprocessor 

disassembler, be aware that using these keys will overwrite the pre-defined 

microprocessor signal names for the timing trace labels that were loaded by the 

disassembler software. To restore the signal names, you must reload the 

microprocessor disassembler software. 

Cursor Location Field. If a cursor location field (in the upper right of the display) 

shows a very large value, the field may not correctly accept a value that you type 

in. If this occurs, you can use the scroll knob to move the cursor in the display, 

or you can type X or C to jump to the system or module trigger. 
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Port Selection in Remote 

Control Utility Menu 

Floppy Disk Operations 

Print All 

The pop-up select menu for the TM Port field in the Terminal Setup submenu 

does not correctly complete the selection process. To make a change in this field, 

use the Select keys. 

Floppy Disk Full Message. If the system notifies you that your floppy disk is full, 

you can use the Disk Services menu to delete files from the disk, or you can use 

another floppy disk. If you insert another floppy disk, the system may not 

recognize it immediately as a new disk. Change the Source field in the Disk 

Services menu to Floppy, then back to Hard again, and the system will respond 

to the new disk. 

Copy Operations. When copying a file or directory to floppy disk, the system 

normally asks for override confirmation if the file or directory already exists on 

the destination disk. Occasionally, the system fails to display the confirmation 

request and instead displays a message that the copy operation is in progress. 

This message is in error and the system is actually still waiting for confirmation. 

One indicator that this situation is happening is that the floppy disk drive light is 

off while the message stating the copy operation is in progress is still flashing. 

Press X to complete the operation. 

When the Print All operation completes, it does not erase the message “Printing 

in ASCII, press X ... .” If the operation has completed, pressing a Cursor key 

clears the message from the screen. If the operation is still in progress, pressing 

X terminates the operation, as expected. However, if you press X while the 

message is still displayed, but after the operation is complete, an X is added to 

the ficld at the current cursor position. 

This condition applies only to the Print All operation, not to the Print Scrn 

operation. 

UPDATE ON SOFTWARE FUNCTIONS 

Data Cursor Locations 
After Acquisitions 

The following notes describe functions associated with this release of the PRISM 

System Software. The listed functions are high-impact or frequently-seen 

problems. 

When data is acquired and displayed, PRISM tries to keep the data cursor 

locations in the State Table and Timing Diagram display menus in the same 

positions as for the previous data display. For example, if the data cursor is on 

location —10 in the State Table and you press Start to take a new acquisition, the 

cursor will still be at location —10 in the new data display. This is convenient as 

long as there is data at location —10. 

If the new acquisition doesn’t contain any data at the location occupied by a data 

cursor, the location won’t be displayed and the behavior of the data cursors 
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changes. The Timing Diagram menu and the State Table menu use different 

methods to track cursor location, so they don’t behave the same after an 

acquisition is made that contains no data at the cursor location. 

In the Timing Diagram display menu, the data cursors remain at the same 

positions in time even if there is no data stored in that position. This can cause a 

cursor to be positioned outside of any data. Also, the Load from Cursor 

operation in any menu will fail because there is no data at the cursor position to 

load. If you move the scroll knob, the cursor jumps to the next location 

containing data. The jump can be in either direction, depending on which 

direction you turned the knob. 

In the State Table display menu, the data cursors must always be placed on a 

valid data location. So, if there is no data stored at the previous cursor location 

after a new acquisition is taken, the cursor moves to the next location containing 

data and that becomes the new cursor location. However, because the Cursor A 

tracks time rather than locations, it doesn’t automatically change to match the 

location until the knob is moved. In other words, if a data cursor is automatically 

repositioned during a data acquisition, the Cursor A field may not match the 

location of the cursor in the data display. Likewise, the Load from Cursor 

operation will see the old (currently empty) location and will fail unless the 

Cursor A has been updated. 

The behavior of the cursors in the State Table is complicated when data is 

displayed in some disassembly display modes. For example, if the cursor is on 

location 80 and the data display mode is changed to Software mode, location 80 

may no longer be displayed. In this case, the cursor moves to the next displayed 

location (for example, to location 81). But the Cursor A doesn’t get updated 

unless you manually move the cursor. The Load from Cursor operation loads the 

data from the location indicated by the Cursor A. 

Intermodule Trigger Under certain conditions, the system trigger can display earlier than expected. 

Correlation  This condition typically occurs when a module is set up to trigger on receiving 

an intermodule signal or a system trigger. When the module triggers, it places the 

system trigger immediately, rather than locating the trigger in its correct 

sequence within the acquired data stream. The displayed effect is that the system 

trigger appears to have occurred prior to the event that caused it. 

You can view the module trigger location by pressing M or C from the data 

cursor field. 

Graph Menu Channel  Changing the polarity of a channel group in the Graph menu Display Format 

Group Polarity ~ submenu does not change word recognizer values in the application module 
Setup menu. For example, if the word recognizer is set for Channel Group A = 

AA, changing polarity in a State or Timing Display Format submenu results in a 

changed value: Channel Group A = 55. Changing the same polarity from the 

Graph Display Format submenu leaves the Channel Group A = AA (unchanged). 
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